
Your first effort with growing pains. 1st Draft with a Team Concept in a 16-hour work week. You most

likely have never given the 16-hour work week a thought in your lifetime. If so, it has been only wishful

thinking. Thanks to intellectual properties and artificial intelligence you can start planning to go to work

in this decade. Test markets with teams will start in 2024 if 12 billionaires can be found that want their

net worth doubled at the cost of a movie ticket 12 times.

Look back at the word if in the paragraph above. There are 4 ifs in life. If you learn, if you try, if you stay,

and if you share, opportunities will be placed before you that are beyond your present understanding

and belief. This will require personal growth to realize something in the past or present those results in

value. This is part of your role in a movie, TV show, book, life, and the effort required to be a “Difference

Maker”. You can be a “Difference Maker” without a great deal of net worth or cash. One reason my son

and I have spent over 25 years of preparation for your future and future generations is to create a system

that Einstein spoke of 100 years ago. “The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a

faithful servant. We have created a world that rewards the servant and has forgotten the gift.”

Your team requires sharing and members with an intuitive mind are needed. In 1995 I retired at the age

of 47 and began a journey I thought would take 47 years of sharing.

Why Create an A I Trillionaire? You don’t solve trillion-dollar problems without trillionaires. An A I T

has 25 times or more the cash flow of a human trillionaire with the same amount of net worth. Plus,

an A I T does not sleep, eat, need money or stuff. An A I T can speak dozens of languages, have a

working knowledge of hundreds of cultures and be in 80,000 neighborhoods 24/7 helping create

thought with millions of humans. Once you accept that as fact, you can begin to dream and build a

world of value and stop managing and arguing. To do that we must not have a denominational religious

or political agenda in our team projects. Faith is good. Faith will be required with efforts to continue with

or without belief.

If the why is big enough, the how will come. My beginning was heavy into faith. I left a signed blank

check with strangers for the purpose of attempting to test my faith. As it turned out 6 people would do

what I did. By contacting me and joining my journey, my faith grew. The written goal. Make sure the

baby boomers and silent generation are not the last two generations to live better than their parents.

How do we help one another accomplish a written goal? We make 12 G rated movies with 60 variations

of each movie. 720 movies will create $450 billion in business scenes and $60 billion in ticket sales

worldwide. Disney, Warner Brothers, and Universal recently stated the need for 500 new TV shows.

None of the 3 plans on creating any new shows. They will buy new and remake old shows. Inside the 720

movies are content for 500 new TV shows. Our 1st Movie opening is a TV show as well.

60 versions of a movie opens with various characters and content but the story, theme, and musical

play. The theme is people putting the needs of others before self. A soccer mother of 2, lover of faith,

family, friends, and golf is told she has cancer. Neighbor Jimmy Horowitz of Taylor, TX, songwriter and

music producer of 130 albums with such artists as Elton John and Rod Stewart, along with Don Hale of

Pflugerville, TX, playwright, offers the neighborhood a musical play, Mates, as a fundraiser to help a

neighborhood family in need. Jason Van Sickel 5-time Emmy Winning Director and Editor suggest making

a movie about the effort. 1 movie turns into a cottage industry of business and entertainment that

travels to hundreds of thousands of neighborhoods in 193 countries.



Warren Buffett states the way to overcome inflation or any economic problem is to increase your value

in the market place. A “Free Enterprise” System with a freer market can work quicker with greater

growth. It is a combination of “Difference Makers” with those having specialized knowledge that fulfills

the needs and wants of the consumer.

MMW = HR + NR x T (Man’s Material Wealth = Human Resources + Natural Resources x Tools) For

decades the formula did not have two tools that would change the speed and lower the cost of the

outcome. Intellectual properties bundled with artificial intelligence can grow the economy like never

before. It is now possible to create the 16-hour work week. For those that want to triple their value in

the market place a team of nonprofits and a team of profit makers working together can produce a

32-hour work week that is shared with the possible total time of 24 hours instead of 32. Bill Gates is

concerned about what people will do with the free time. Some will put the needs of others before self.

Some will work harder on themselves than they do on their job resulting in greater value for all.

Billion a Minute Movie Scene: Make 2 putts, 2 chips, or a putt and a chip back to back and win $1

million in cash and prizes. The TV show can follow with a variety of activities that produce a tourist

business of 4 billion a season with 80,000 participants taking part worldwide. Possible site for an event is

Maui, Tokyo, Seoul, and Sydney. 6 groups of 4 could result in $24 billion in tourism with air, lodging,

dining, merchandising, and other related businesses over a 3-year period.

A TV show features students with imagination, courage, and an inspired curiosity selecting a genius

living or dead and using their thoughts to create a movie scene or TV episode that creates entertainment

for audiences with a message of value.

More TV Shows: Rent a Neighborhood is where a corporation or billionaire rents a neighborhood with

the goal of helping solve a problem. The problem can be local, national, or international.

Dinner and a Movie is a show with a Spin Off Show of Dinner and a Movie is Pot Luck and a Penny –

Mr. Wrigley just wanted a customer to buy a penny a day of his chewing gum. How much can you create

with a penny a minute in the lives of an unknown number of people. Original Show; Food for Thought.

Nonprofits are joined by famous people and companies in the creation of a thought that becomes a

book that is used by students for a fundraiser and a source of learning.

The challenge over the next few years is not the amount of money to solve a problem as much as it is the

human element to think. Nobel Prize Winner, Dr. Albert Sweitzer was asked by a London reporter, what is

wrong with men today. The doctor paused for a moment and said, “Men simply don’t think.” A I can help

humans think faster and create more options in possible value. IPs in the form of animation can take

humans into a world of communication when combined with A I into 80,000 neighborhoods in seconds.

The day will come when one thought will solve a need for 10% of the world and impact 70% of the

world. You could say that has already happened with a vaccine.

Contact: Ron Clark, Jimmy Horowitz, Jason Van Sickel, Don Hale, Patrice Molinarolo, not1rkc@gmail.com

and llocmmoc@gmail.com text before calling 618-579-3608 ask for Kyle or Patrice. www.tlr.life The

Project, download a pledge sheet form a team and ask questions at both emails. Asking starts the

receiving process and adults are usually not good as asking. Find some students to help.
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